MANAGED SERVICES
SOLUTIONS BRIEF

Remote Workforce Assist
Quickly and securely enable end-user remote workspaces
Red River’s Remote Workforce Assist provides a comprehensive, quickly deployable
solution for a remote workforce. We deliver and manage all the essential tools you
need to keep productivity, collaboration and communication on track. This includes
a modernized desktop mirroring solution, collaboration and calling capabilities
through Microsoft Teams and an essentials disaster recovery solution to prepare for
a worst-case scenario.

WINDOWS VIRTUAL DESKTOP

AVAILABLE ON ANY DEVICE

TAILORED EXPERIENCE FOR USERS

First, your employees need access to the applications they
need. We can provide your team with a Windows 10 virtual
desktop from the cloud, which means it is available on any
device – desktop computer, laptop, tablet and even a mobile
phone. The virtual desktop is optimized for Office 365 to
support reliable connections to OneDrive.
We manage the virtualization, deploy and scale applications
to the cloud in mere minutes. An Azure portal provides
simple, unified management, allowing for a more secure and
productive virtual desktop experience. We can help you tailor
the experience for different user types, delivering a completely
different desktop experience or additional applications.

MICROSOFT TEAMS
A powerful collaboration tool, Microsoft Teams can allow
your employees to participate in live chat, share files, meet
virtually and even host live events. Instead of utilizing
multiple applications for different functions, Teams can
streamline your collaboration and maximize productivity.
We can procure Teams licenses or enable the licenses you
already have to deploy to your staff. Our Customer Success
Managers can then support adoption and best practices
with comprehensive training to get your team working at
their peak effectiveness.

HOST LIVE MEETINGS

STREAMLINE COLLABORATION

AZURE DISASTER RECOVERY

FREQUENT SYSTEM TESTING

Whenever one crisis hits, you can’t help but think how you
should have prepared and put steps in place for the next one.
And any disaster can severely compromise your data and
security, unless you have the right failsafe in place. With Azure
Disaster Recovery, your business never misses a beat and data
stays securely in your hands.
• Protect All Major IT Systems
• Unify Data Management, Security and Protection
• Ensure Apps work when needed most
• Frequent testing to keep systems up to date

STORES ESSENTIALS TO THE CLOUD

Our disaster recovery solution stores all your business
essentials in the cloud, whether you currently use colocation or
an on-premise solution. You don’t have to do a thing: we copy
your workload, test it to be sure it’s available when you need it,
and if your system ever fails, we’ll reinstate it from the cloud.

NEED TO GET STARTED? CALL US NOW:

877-297-7472

